Countywide Fire Strategy Consultant Needed

Plumas County Fire Safe Council and Plumas Corporation are seeking a qualified consultant to help develop a Countywide Hazardous Fuels Assessment and Strategy that focuses on thirty six designated communities in the County. The project will build on existing information from various sources. This project will be awarded to a consultant to field validate existing community level fuel profiles, project anticipated wildfire behavior for each community, identify prospective fuels treatment measures for each community, prioritize those fuels treatment measures and develop an overall strategy. Significant GIS capabilities are required. Funding for this project is provided by the National Fire Plan and the Plumas County Board of Supervisors. Consultants interested in the project should call John Sheehan (283-3739), Jerry Hurley (832-4705) or Mike De Lasaux (283-6125). The detailed Request for Proposals may be obtained from Plumas Corporation (530 283-3739), plumasco@psln.com or at www.plumasfiresafe.org. Proposals must be received at Plumas Corporation (PO Box 3880, 550 Crescent, Quincy 95971) by COB, November 28, 2003 and a selection will be made by 1/1/04. Project work must be completed in early 2004.